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pale and refined.   She had curious mystic eyes and a calm
assurance of manner.   She managed Stamboulisky, and for
a time the fortunes of Bulgaria.   Beneath her modest demeanour
was the force of a man.   She looked as if she were velvet,
but she was really steel, although her family represented all
that   was    most   traditional   and   conservative.   Nadejda
threw herself into the Agrarian Minister's socialistic schemes
with a loyalty that bordered on fervour,   A great career
lay before her, she was expected shortly to take up a diplomatic
post in Washington which would have ranked her the second
woman diplomatist in the world (the other being Madame
Kolantai, the Soviet Russian ambassador), but two things
eventually happened to frustrate this.   The one unforeseen:
Stamboulisky was murdered a year later ; the other inevitable :
Nadejda married.     She became the wife of Sir Alexander
Kay Muir, of Blair Drummond.
As soon as I was dressed she carried me off to my interview.
Stamboulisky paid me innumerable blatant compliments, all
of which Nedejda translated with a solemnity and an exactitude
worthy of more momentous communications. No one has
ever been quite sure whether Stamboulisky was very clever,
or whether he only appeared so through the medium of Nadejda.
Personally I could form no opinion. I should have said he was
shrewd but not brilliant, the shrewdness of the Slav peasant.
For twenty years he had devoted himself to agrarian
questions and had organized the peasants into a party. Some
of his laws were labelled Bolshevik by the world that looked on.
Chief of these, over which beseemed inordinately pleased, was
the law of compulsory labour, which necessitated that every boy
of twenty should give six months, and every girl of twenty
should give four months, to the State, and after that ten days
every year until the age of fifty, except the married women
who were exempt up to thirty. There were of course protests
from the daughters of the affluent, and they hastily sought
marriage as a means of escape. A big percentage, however,
offered to work for twenty instead of ten days a year. On the
whole he claimed it was a success and that it wasworfhlarge
sums to the State.

